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0. Introduction 
All the spaces considered in this paper will be of the homotopy type of 
O-connected CW complexes. For any finitely domixmted space X with v*(X) = w 
let w(X) E K&r) (resp. i+(X) % &(ZW)) denote the unreduced (resp. reduced) 
Wall obstruction of X0 Given any finite group 7~ and any x E &@lr), a result of 
C.B. De Lyra [3] asserts that there exists a finitely dominated space X with 
?rl(X) = 12 and G(X) = x. Recently Guido Mklin [S, 6, 7) has obtaki various 
interesting results about the Wall obstruction of finitely dominated nilpotent 
spaces. In [6] Mislin proves that for a finitely dominated nilpotent space X with 
?rl(X) infinite w(X) := 0 and hence such an X is of the homotopy type of a finite 
complex. He also prolves that a nilpotent space is kritely dominated if and only if it 
is quasi-finite’ (i.e., 1&(X; Z) is finitely generate11 for each i and there exists an 
integer B such that H;(X; 2) = 0 for i 3 I). In [S’ <which appeared before [6] MisUn . i 
studies ome restrictions that 6 (X) should sat ay in case X is a finitely dominat 
nilpotent space with W,(X) a finite p-group, u%ere p is a prime. 
The object of the present paper is to obtain irformation about G(X) whenever X 
is a finitely dominated nilpotent space with (rrr,B X) finite abelian. Rather than 
with the Wall obstruction of a finitely dominated nilpotent space we study the “ 
invariant” of a speciarl class of finite projective (FP) complexes which we refer to 
SFP complexes ( ee Subsection 3.2 for definition) over the group ring 2~ of a 
group n. This has lthe advantage that if C is an SFP complex over Zn 
9 : w + w’ an epimorphism of groups, then ZW’& C turns out to be an 
complex over 2~‘. In the topological case when X is a finitely domina 
with n*(X) = w and w L IT’ an epimorphism of groups it is 
z~@.@,, C*(g) is chain equivalent as a &r’ complex to &( 
y finitely dominated @re Ik denotes the: universal coveri 
singular chain complex Of jQ 
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We actually introduce the class of SFP complexes over the group ring 
group rr (V need not be finite). It turns out that if X is a nilpotent space of type FP 
in the sense of Mislin [5], then C,(%) is chain equivalent to an SFP complex over 
Zlr,(X). A partial converse to this is true. The main results proved in this paper are 
the following: 
-rem A4 Let X be a space with rrr(X) finite. Suppose C,(2) is chain equivalent 
over 2&(X) to ck~ SFP complex. 7Iien for any prime p, any p-subgroup 7tf of II(X) 
acts nilpotently on H,(Z). 
heorem B. Let X be a space with rrl(X) a finite direct product, q X l l l x rrk with ni 
a pi-group, where pl, . . ., pk are primes. Suppose C,(8) is chain equivalent over Z?a to 
an SFP complex. Then X is a whitely dominated ~i~~o~en~ space. 
For any abelian group T let % denote the integral closure of Ze in Qrr and 
j : Zrr ---) % the inclusion. 
Theorem C. Let 7p be a finite abelian group and C any SFP complex ever Zn. Let 
6 (C) be the reduced Wall invariant of C. Then j *( 19 (C)) = 0. In particular, if X is QI 
finitely dominated nilpotent space with vl(X) finite abetian, then j *( 6 (X)) = 0 where 
j : 2%,(X) + 2 v~(X) deizotes the inclusion. 
Since the word “space” ~111 indicate a O-connected space of the homotopy type of 
a CW complex, there ~“11 not be any confusion if we refer to chain complexes 
merely as complexes. For any ring A (always with 1# 0) we write A-mod (resp. 
mod-A) for the category of left (resp. right) A-modules, &(A) (resp. Go(A)) 
denotes tltze Grothendieck group of the category P(A) (resp. *(A)) of finitely 
generated projective (resp. all finitely generated) left &modules. As usual 
I&&4)= ~C~(A)~([A]) (resp. &(A)= G,,(A)l([A])) where ([A]) denotes the sub- 
group generated by the class [A f of A in ~~(A) (in G~(A ))~ Let c : I&(A)-+ GO(A ) 
denote the Cartan map carrying [P] of &(A) to [P] in Go(A) for any finitely 
generated projective A -module P). Clearly c induces a map &(A)+ &(A ) which 
also will be denoted by c. Given a homomo~hism 9 : A ++ B of rings (always 
supposed to satisfy Q (1) = I) we regard 
B @A - : pb -mod -+ B-mod induces maps 
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we get a map K&3) vlf., &(A ) carrying [P] in 
is free in A -mod, 4p *induces amap I&,(B) 2 _&,(A). These maps cp *are referred 
to as being got by restriction of scalars to A via 9. 
Let A be a ring. Unless otherwise mentioned, ail 
all the complexes considered are complexes of left 
modules are 
modules. 
left modules and 
Definition 2.1. A chain complex C over A is called a finite projec&e complex (in 
short an FP complex) if each Ci is a finitely generated projective A-module and 
there exists an integer I a 1 such that Ci = 0 whenever 1 i 1~ 2. 
Ddbitbn 2,2. Given an FP complex C over A, the element c ( - II.)‘[ Ci) of K&4) 
will be referred to as the “unreduced” Wall invariant of C and will1 be denoted by 
w (C). The image of w (C) in &(A ) will be denoted by G (C) and will be referred to 
as the reduced Wall invariant of C. 
In [5] Mislin defined aspace X to be of type FP if the singular Icomplex. C,(g) of 
the universal covering X of X is chain equivaknt as a 2k,(X) cormplew to an IT 
complex. If P * is any FP complex chain equivalent to C.@), then w (P,) depends 
only on X. Mislin writes w (X) for w (PJ (resp. G(X) for fi (P*)). It is shiown in [S] 
that a space X of type FP is finitely dominated if and only if nrl(X) is 
presented In this case G(X) is the obstruction to finiteness ofX defined by 
Wall in [9] and its vanishing isnecessary and sufkient for X to be of the homotopy’ 
type of a finite complex. When X is finitely dam nated Mislin refers to w(X) as th 
“unreduced” and G(X) as the “reduced” Ws 15 obstruction of X. 
Let rp : A --) I2 be a ring homomorphism. TIC; following are trivial consequen 
of the definition of the Wall invariant. 
Lemma 2,3. Suppose C is an FP campCex over 4A. Then B @A C is an FP camp 
over B aard w(B @C)= q*(w(C)). _ . 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose B E A -mod via Q is finitely generated project&w. 
FP complex over B. liken C is an FP compkx wer A. If w(C)E 
w (C), E &(A) are unseduced Wall invariants of C considered as a camp 
and respectively over A, then w (C), = Q *(w(C)). If further B is 
A-modkrle, G(C), = cp”(ti(C)). 
3. 
Let B- denote a group (not necessarily 
special finite projective complex we h 
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certain definitions. As is the usual custom, we will write @,, for tensoring over 
For any integer k 2 1 let r(k ) denote the set of primes not dividing k. Take 
Z E mod-Zn with trivial ?r-operation. For any M -mod and any two sub- 
groups GCG’ of q the map q&:Z&M+Z is an epimorphism of 
abelian groups. When C is a chain complex over II we get an induced 
epimorphism q E,ot : Z & C --j Z @& C of chain complexes over l When there is 
no possibility of confusion we merely write qG.0’ for q &s or q &e. 
IDefinition 3.1. Let F denote a set of primes. A homomorphism f : R --) S of abelian 
groups is called a i%omorphism if kerf and cokerf are torsion groups with no 
p-torsion for any p E K 
nition 3.2. An FP complex C over 7~ is said to be special if it satisfies the 
following condition (S). 
(S) For any two subgroups G C G’ of ?t with index [G’ : G] of G in G’ finite, 
the map 
(~~G,GI)* : H*(Z @G c)-* HzB(Z @G' c) 
in homology induced by qG,Gp is a r([G’ : G]) isomorphism. 
The following is well known. See Lemma 2.6 of [S]. 
emma 3.3. Let cp : I’-+ X be a covering projection of nilpote.nt spaces with 
q&-,(Y)) of finite irdex k in qI(X). Then Q*:H*(Y;Z)+H,(X;Z) is a 
r(k )-isomorphism. 
Any FP complex over Zw satisfying (S) will be referred to as an SFP complex. A 
consequence of Lemma 3.3 is the following 
Suppose X is a r,ilpo t space sf type FP. men any FP chain 
alent to C,(2) over l(X) B’S an SFP chain complex over 
. Let G C G’ be any two subgroups of n = nI(X) with [G’: G] = k < w The 
covering projection p : %+ X can be factored as X -& Y A Y’A X wi?h g, 9, h 
.a11 covering projections an 
Choose a chain equivalence a! : 
chain equivalence over 
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Here C *(q ) is the map induced by qp at the singular complex level. The two 
horizontal maps involving cy are chain equivalences. From Lemma 3.3 we see 
immediately that (qo,a& :f$ JZ & C) -+ H *(Z &# C) is a ,r(k )&omorphism. 
Let 9 : v + 7~’ be an epirnorphism ofgroups. Let H be any subgroup of vf and 
G = p-‘(H). Using the induced ring homomorphism Q : 22s -+ 22~’ we regard 
as an object of mod-Za. The following is easy to prove. 
Lemma 3.5. Let H be a subgroup of d ad G = Q-‘(H). Let M E &~-IX& 
arbitrary and Z be considered QS an ubject of mod-Z& (as well as ,rn~o&Z~) with 
tivial operation. 7Ihen there exist well-defined maps (us abczlian groups) 
satisfying 
PE(t2 @d4)= n QPH (eWwu), 
for any n E N, u E M and+x’ E ?r’, where e’ is t,kc identity ekment of ?p’ and x E R 
any element satisfying Q {x) = x ‘. Moreouer, @ ES; e: are natural irn M a& a 
isomorphisms, each king the inverse of the otht ~a. 
Proposition 3.6. Let Q : TT 3 ‘CT’ k an epimorphisG:n of groups and c ulli, Sm corn 
over 2~. Then Zn’ @ C is an SFP complex ouer J?k’. 
roof. Write E for the complex Z?r’ @& C. It is clearly an FP comp:lex ov 
Let H CH’ be subgroups of w’ with [H’ : H] = k < 00. Then G = op” 
Q-‘(HI) are subgroups of II‘ with G C G’ and [G’: G] = k. Also 
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i;; commutative. The horizontal m are isomorphisms of complexes over 
Hence (&,&+ : H&E @nE) + H @WE) can be identified with 
Since C is an SFP complex over Z?r,, it follows that (7 && and hence (T&)* is a 
T(k)-isomorphism. 
We now recall the definition of a nilpotent v-module. 
efinition 3.7. M E Z&mod is called a nilpotent n-module (or that the action of ?T 
on M is nilpotent) if there exists an integer k 2 1 such that (I=)‘%4 = 0 where In 
denotes the augmentation ideal in ZV. 
Let T be any p-group where p is a prime. Suppose C is an SFP 
rr. Then H,(C) is a nilpotent rr-module. 
f. Since Z?r is noetherian and C is a complex of finite length with each G 
ly generated, it follows that H,(C) is finitely generated over 2~. Since 7~ is 
finite we see that H*(C) is finitely generated over Z. The complex Z @* C is a 
complex of finite length with each Z@& finitely generated over Z. Hence 
H,(Z Qrr C) is finitely generated over Z. Let e denote the unit element of ?r. It is 
easy to see that the map rl{ef,r : Z@&=C+Z@,Cisthesameas~@,l: 
?r@,C=C+Z@, where E : ZVT + Z is the augmentation map. Write E’ for 
E & 1. Since 6 :Z~T-+ is a left ?r-homomorphism with trivial v-action on Z it 
follows that 8 5 : H,(C) 3 H,(Z @= C) is a left ?r-homomorphism with trivial n 
action on H *(Z t& C). !“Pince C is SFP and [a- : {e}] = 1 v I= a power of p, it follows 
that ker E $ and coker E #. are finite abelian groups with no q-torsion for any prime 
q$p.LetK=kerE:andL = Ims :. !Since L C H,(Z@,C) we get kL = 0. Now, 
M is a finite abelian p-group. It is kaown that a finite p-group can act only in a 
nilpotent way on another finite p-group. Hence there exists an integer I such that 
(I?r)‘K = 0. The exactness of 0 + K + H,(C) + L --+ 0 now implies 
(kr)‘+‘H*(C) = 0. 
The following is trivial to see. 
. Let ?r be any group and W’ a subgroup of T of finite index and C an SFP 
complex ouer IP. Then C is an SFP complex. over 
By assumption m,(X) is finite and C,(X) is chain equivalent 
index in r,(X). From Le a 3.9 we see that C i 
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For k = 1 it is well known, Assume it is valid for k. Then clearly )~~~~ is 
generated by elements of the rmya(l-x)withyEL&,aE VT and x E I% Since 
(~~)k is a two-sided ideal of we have ya f (Irr)‘. Hence = C A& for some 
hi G?Zn and Bi 6%I&. Thus ra(l-x)=ZA&(l-X) and &(Z-X)E&~. 
ProOf, Let Dp(x-IIxESUT) and ~k={8~‘*~~~~~~~~~} for ka2. Let 
S1 = {x - 11 x E S} and TI = {i - 11 t E T}. By Lemma 3X), (In)” is generated by 
d)a over Zn. Let m, rt be integers 2 i satisfying (~~)~M = 0 and (.~~~~ =0. Since 
st = .ts for all s e S and f E T we see th,at elements of S1 commute witkrr those of T$. 
Hence any element of D,+, will be of the form uz l l 9 uatut - l * tfnl ~&tht ui E St, 
vjETl and m’+n’=m+n. Either m’am or ~‘&a. It fdfOW$ th#iN 
(Iw)“+~M = 0. 
Proof. Xmmediate from Lemma 3.9 auS Proposition s 3.$ and 3.11 (applied 8 &rite 
number of times). 
Proof of Theorem B. That m acts n~pot~nt~y (xr I&(%) is ~~1~~~ 
Corollary 3.12. That X is finiteI!. dominated isa COI sequence ofTheorem X.2 of [5]* 
4. Effect of j* : &@w)+ &I(%). 
In this section we follow the notation in 93 of [S]. particular, a;s &not 
prime. For any abelian group 7t, the integral closure of in Q* dtf be amend 
-5 will ote the incliusion. The k 
s denoted by w). When rr is a cyclic ~-~~~p~ 
a p-group [l]. When the order 1 w 1 of 7r is p, LI?(z?r) = 0 [$I. 
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(ii) If n- is any p-group, IG (C) lies in the p-torsion of &@hr 9.
roof. The proof of (i) is exactly the same as that of Lemma 3.4 of [ 
only to replace C,(X) and C,(X) as occurring in that proof by C an 
follows by the same argument as in $3 of [5]. 
eorem 4.2. Let m be a finite cyclic group and C an SFP complex over 2%~ Then 
*(C)E D(27r). 
roof. Let 1 w I= n = p:l l l . l l l p:p with ki 2 1 and pl, . . .,p, distinct primes. We 
will prove the theorem by induction on the number t of distinct primes occurring in 
the faciarization of 1 n I. When r = I!, Theorem 4.2 is (i) of Lemma 4.1. Assume 
r>l. 
Let x be a chosen generator of ?;*. Let ni = n/p?. Then x “f = yi generates a 
subgroup ni of order p:’ and ab = q: x l l l X ‘oh, with projection qi : w + wi carrying 
x to yi. The integral closure % of Z?r is the product of Z[w, ] = /Id where 
@d = exp(27rfl/d) and d runs over all the divisors of n. Let y(d) : 2~ + Ad be 
the obvious map carrying x to tid. To prove Theorem 4.2 we have only to show that 
y(d)&?(C)) = 0 for every divisor d of n. 
Case (i). Suppose d does not involve at least one of the primes pi in its 
factorization. Without loss of generality we can assume p, is not involved. Then 
dzpt... p!:~withOc’l,dki forlQi~r-l.Lety,:~+~rx l ** xn;-,denote 
the projection and u = 9 (x). Writing ?r’ for ml x l l l X wrA1 let y’(d): %r’+Ad be 
the obvious map carryirg u to a& Then y(d) = y’(d)ocp. Hence y(d)&(C))= 
y’(d)o~,(G(C)j. From’,emma2.3 we see that Q@(C))= w(Zn’@C). Propos- 
ition 3.6 implies that Zn Qp,, C is an SFP complex over 2~‘. In the factorization of 
only (r - 1) distinct primes ocicur. Hence by the inductive assumption 
&&,C)) = 0. Hence y(d)@(Cj) = 0. 
Before taking care of the case where d involves all the primes pl, . . ,, p, we need 
certain observations. Since 17t Iz?rCZm from the homology exact sequence of 
i@U - 
77@,C---- (19 
we see that j $: H,(C)+ H,( is a r(n)-isomorphism. Since C is SFP, 
(C) -+ H,(Z QP,, C) is also a r!(n)-isomorphism. For d = 1, Ad = Z and 
= &,“A& It now follows (because '17 is finite and hence Zn is noetherian) that 
for d ,‘> 1, N,(& @&?) is a finite abelian group with no q-torsion for any 
9 E r(n)* 
Case (ii). Suppose d involves all the primes p19. . ., p, say d = p 2 a l l p f with 
1 s li s k,. Let Li denote the pi-torsion iof 
left n-operators on *(Ad 6% 
pi-torsion to pi -torsion, we see 
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preceding comments show that N,(Ad QpW C) = L1 @ l l l $ L,. Choose a prime 9 
different from every one of the pi’s. Let +T be a cyclic group of order 9 and b a 
chosen generator for T. Let = rr X T. Then M is cyclic of order with u = (x, b) 
as a generator. Let y’(e) : -+ Adp be the obvious map carryi u #o cwdq. Using 
r’(h) we regard A4 as a ZH-module (both left and right), Using the projection 
H’_ m we regard Zn as a ZH-module. It can be checked that there exist right 
Zn-isomorphisms Adq QDH 2hr -% Ad, Ad -% Ah & 2h satisfying g(t&&ar) = 
oacy, h(oQ = o& aH 1 for every integer i 2 0 and ty E W. It follows that 
(A4 QpH 2~) BP C = Ad C& C as complexes over 2. If I acts trivially on C we see 
from the above isomorphism that Ah (aH C = Ad QDW C. Hence H,(Ad, t&C) = 
L&P*@L,. 
Since Li is a pi-group and qi also a ,pi-group it follows that 7ri acts nilpotently on 
Lie Since a acts trivially on .Adq @bH C we see that T acts trivially on I+ Hence ni x 7 
acts nilpotently on Li. 
Hence there exists a finite filtration Li = & > Fr > 9 l l 3 I$ = 0 by 7~1 X T 
submodules of Li with E,/F’+, a trivial rj X Ir-module (0 s p s k - 1). Now, 
un’ = (xn$ b”l) g enerates ni X T (since (ni, 4) = 1) and under ~‘(4) the element 0 
maps into o 3. Since ni involves one prime less than d (namely, pi is not involved in 
a) it follows that oa is a primitive root of unity corresponding to a composite 
number. From y’(dq)(Z( vi x T)) = Z[W&] we see that P;; are all Z[oa] submodules 
of Lj. It is known [4] that 1 - wa is a unit in Z[o&]. Since (1 - oa)(F,/F,+,) = 0 we 
see that F,/F,+l = 0. Hence Li = 0. It follows that H,(Ad @,, C) = 0. 
Let c : &,(Ad)+ &(Ad) denote the Cartan map. Since Ad is a Dedekind domain 
c is an isomorphism. Now, c(y(d),(ti(C))) = c (- l)“[H,(Ad @,,C)] in &(A,). 
Since H*:Ad @= C) = 0 we see that c(y(d),(G(C))) := 0. Hence y(d)&(C)) = 0. 
Proof of Theorem C. Let In I= m. If x 1, . . ., ,yk are the irreducible rational 
characters of w then the integral closure % % known to be #-, At where 
A, = Z[co,,,,] with mr = deg xi and o,,,, = exp(2aq ‘?/mi). Also if nr = kerx* then 
n/Wi is cyclic of order mi and the map Zn --+ Ai Iactors as Zlrr 5 Z(m/?r()~Ab 
where Q : TT -+ 7T /Vi is the quotient map. [See pp. 54,55 of [2].] Writing W’ for 5ri~~ 
we see from Proposition 3.6 that Zrr’@, C is SFP over 2~“. Since W’ is cyclic, by 
Theorem 4.2, y(mi)*(G(Zn’&C))= 0. But under the mapZlr+Ah \ii(C 
to y(i?Zi)* 0 Q&+(C)) = y(mr), (fi(&r”@,c)) = 0. This proves The0 
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